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Abstract European higher education is awash with educational reform initiatives that

purport to transform universities into better-managed higher quality organizations that

more directly contribute to national development. This exploratory study examines patterns

of research discourse in higher education in Europe. We argue that these patterns are

changing in the direction of greater isomorphism with globally favored models of the

university. First, we show some global trends that reveal the rise of ‘‘world class uni-

versities’’ and ‘‘higher education and development’’ discourse. Next, we analyze discursive

shifts in European higher education research publications in the period between 1990 and

2009. Our initial analysis of these publications shows changes in the expected direction: we

find a growing emphasis on management, organization, and quality and less emphasis on

student access to higher education, an earlier equity concern. We propose further research

to see whether higher education has become a more consolidated research field over time,

perhaps suggesting an erosion of the historical legacies that often informed higher edu-

cation systems and universities in Europe. Lastly, we briefly reflect on the implications of

influential world models on comparative studies of higher education.

Keywords European higher education � World society perspective �
Discursive shifts � Research publications

Introduction

Throughout the world higher education is in a state of flux, seeking the holy grail of

excellence and invoking world standards and ‘‘best practices’’ as road maps in this quest
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for excellence (see the chapters in Shin and Kehn 2013). In Western Europe where the

medieval roots of the university are found, higher education is awash with educational

reform initiatives that purport to transform universities into better-managed higher quality

organizations that more directly contribute to national development (see the chapters in

Maasen and Olsen 2007). A transnational competitive context (the European or the global

economy) is often invoked to justify the emphasis on making universities more account-

able on more performance dimensions. From a functionalist perspective what is going on is

progress (see the papers in Douglas et al. 2009); from a neo-institutional perspective what

is going on is the triumph of a model of progress, regardless of whether the expected

outcomes are actually attained (Meyer et al. 1997).

This paper does not attempt to adjudicate the broader question of what constitutes

progress and whether European universities are upgrading across the board. Our more

limited objective is to examine patterns of research discourse in higher education in

Europe. We expect that these patterns are changing in the direction of a greater emphasis

on management, organization and quality. We argue that these changes are driven by the

triumph of models of the university as socially embedded rationalized organizations

operating in a transnational competitive environment.

In the first part of this paper we contrast models of the university as socially buffered

and historically grounded institutions with models of the university as socially embedded

and rationalized organizations. We contend that the latter have become globally favored

models, with an idealized American research university as the template of excellence

(Ramirez 2002, 2006, 2010). This idealization has been conceptualized as global hege-

mony in higher education and research (Marginson and Ordorika 2011), but the template of

excellence has also been discussed as a target for which some strategies work better than

others (Heyneman and Lee 2013). What these different perspectives have in common is an

awareness that the idealized American research university is now globally favored.

First, we briefly trace worldwide discursive trends that reveal the growth of terms such

as world-class universities, and higher education and economic development. Then we

describe our approach to analyze discursive shifts in European higher education research

publications in the period between 1990 and 2009. Our initial analysis of these publications

shows changes in the expected direction: we find a growing emphasis on management,

organization, and quality and less emphasis on student access to higher education, an

earlier equity concern. Lastly, we propose further research to see whether higher education

has become a more consolidated research field over time, perhaps suggesting an erosion of

the historical legacies that often informed higher education systems and universities in

Europe. These legacies varied and thus impeded the development of a more consolidated

research field. We further propose to study the extent to which international university

rankings (Wedlin 2006) enter into higher education discourse in Europe and whether some

systems are better shielded from or more exposed to these external influences.

World models of university excellence

From a neo-institutional perspective, transnational models of progress and programs for

attaining progress increasingly influence many national developments. What historically

started as national independence movements became transnational scripts for organizing

polities around national citizens (Anderson 1991). The nation-state as a form of political

organization became a model that gained great legitimacy with its universal diffusion.

Mass schooling emerged as the favored mechanism through which transnational masses
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were supposed to be transformed into national-citizens (Ramirez and Bolli 1987). More

cosmopolitan medieval universities became laboratories of nationalism in the nineteenth

century. Because universities emerged much earlier than the consolidation of the nation-

state system in Europe, their earlier ‘‘imprinted’’ forms persisted long after this consoli-

dation and pressures to adopt more common forms of schooling. As a function of both the

‘‘age of founding’’ (Stinchcombe 1965) and ‘‘path dependencies’’ distinctive university and

higher education system types can and have been identified and described by historians

(Clark 2006), sociologists (Clark 1983), and political scientists (Olsen 2007). From this

literature the main inference is that universities continue to vary both with regard to

purposes and organization. More concretely, in contrast to American universities, Euro-

pean ones are seen as historically more buffered from their local environments and the

many interest groups therein. The buffering mechanisms include the more direct links to

state authority and the related civil status of professors and the greater authority and

influence of professors relative to university administrators (Ben-David and Zloczower

1962). These mechanisms shielded European universities from an array of pressures not

only from industry but also from what is now viewed as civil society. American univer-

sities, on the other hand, were more socially embedded and more likely to hustle and

compete for resources and status because the buffering mechanisms were not in place or

were much weaker. The American situation is often discussed in terms of market influence,

and more recently in terms of academic capitalism (Slaughter and Leslie 1997). The

market in our view needs to be conceptualized more broadly than capitalist interests in

order to also include a wider range of status group interests that facilitated expanded access

in the first place (Collins 1979). More recently, the growth of identity-grounded subjects of

study such as ethnic (Rojas 2007) and women’s studies (Olzak and Kangas 2008) also

illustrates the greater permeability of American universities.

Waves of higher education reform came to Europe in the post World War II era. In the

1960s some of these reforms called for greater student access and more democratic gov-

ernance. The 1990s have witnessed the ‘‘need’’ to increase the international competitive-

ness of the European system (The Bologna Declaration1 1999). These efforts paved the

way for a joint action to develop a European dimension of higher education, or what came

to be known as the Bologna Process uniting 46 countries into the European Higher Edu-

cation Area (EHEA). Since 1999, the European ministers of education of the Bologna

member countries meet every two years, in order to discuss and compare results achieved

in various European higher education systems, as well as to provide guidelines for the new

developments of EHEA. As a result, European cooperation in higher education has been

increasing on two levels: university and government. Thus, from Bologna (and Bologna

related) reports to Shanghai rankings, the European universities have been ‘‘called out’’

and called to reform. Many of the reforms focus on the organization of the university and

organizational change. European universities have historically functioned as associations

of masters and scholars with little by way of formal organization, especially as it pertained

to differentiated administrative strata. The American experience has both professors and

students more attuned to their universities as formal organizations with curricular and

assessment requirements that are taken for granted by all involved in the universities.

Lastly, the American experience gave rise to the sense of the university as an organiza-

tional actor much earlier and more deeply than in Europe (see Kruecken and Meier 2008

1 The Bologna Declaration, a document signed by Ministers of Education for twenty-nine European
countries in Bologna in 1999, is a political statement aiming at the harmonization of higher education issues
across Europe.
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for Germany; see Musselin 2004 for France; see Soares 1999 for the oldest English

university, Oxford). Like other organizational actors universities are expected to have

goals, plans to attain these goals, and increasingly, ways of assessing whether these goals

have been realized.

To summarize, European universities were both less socially embedded and less

organizationally rationalized than American universities. In one important respect though

European systems of higher education were changing and changing in directions that

would make them more similar to the American system: higher education enrollments were

sharply increasing. This increase, of course, was not unique to these two regions. The

worldwide expansion of higher education is a dramatic one, signaling that expanded access

to higher education has become a valued global pattern (Schofer and Meyer 2006). Oddly

enough, higher educational expansion does not positively influence national economic

growth as a general rule. In good part this is because much of the growth is not in those

areas of study more directly linked to economic production. So, while having more

engineers may be an economic asset, much of the growth lies in other fields of academic

endeavor (Schofer et al. 2000). This is obviously the pattern in the United States but

ironically the American research university is held up as an example of the kind of ‘‘best

practices’’ that will stimulate economic growth elsewhere (see the chapters in Rhoten and

Calhoun 2011).

What we clearly have is not just rational feedback from what works but a model of

progress based on some strong assumptions for which warrant is not especially sought.

These assumptions influence policy discussions throughout Europe, and indeed, throughout

the world. Simplifying enormously, these assumptions are:

1. Universities can become engines of national progress.

2. Better-organized and more-well managed universities lead to better engines of national

progress.

3. Universities can learn from each other and from organizational experts because

organizational best practices are portable.

By way of contrast consider assumptions reflecting an alternative vision:

4. Universities are national institutions with distinctive cultural missions.

5. Universities need to be autonomous to fulfill their missions.

6. University autonomy is first and foremost the autonomy of the professoriate.

The first three assumptions add up to a vision of the university as an entrepreneurial

organization pursuing national progress, often operationalized in narrow economic terms.

The next three assumptions are more in line with the Magna Charta of European univer-

sities vision: ‘‘The university is an autonomous institution at the heart of societies dif-

ferently organized because of geography and historical lineage; it produces, examines,

appraises, and hands down culture by means of research and teaching’’ (CRE 1988).

A more economic interpretation of Bologna moves the reform talk in the direction of

emphasizing the university as a social embedded formal organization linked to the econ-

omy (Tomusk 2004).

What the first set of assumptions undermines is a sense of historical distinctiveness

both with respect to nation and to university. Visions of the university more linked to the

preservation of a national canon (literature in England or philosophy in German) wither

(Readings 1996). Curricular change in universities is not idiosyncratic or shaped by the

functional requirements of a specific national system, but rather is informed by common

transnational principles of progress (Frank and Gabler 2006). On the organizational side,
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universities are called to account for excellence; audit systems and assessment exercises

emerge to facilitate the accounting. The idealized Bologna University of the twenty-first

century is not rooted in the University of Bologna of the eleventh century. The idealized

university is depicted as more competitive, more transparent, more accountable, and

more organized. The idealized university looks more like a more socially embedded

formal organization. Kehm and Teichler (2013) reflect on ongoing change in European

higher education when they observe ‘‘…the academic profession has certainly stepped

out of its secluded and privileged space and has become more interactive with society in

general and with higher education stakeholders in particular.’’ (p. 6). Gornitzka et al.

(2007) make a similar point when they note, ‘‘there is evidence of change in research

practices that suggest a lowering of boundaries between the University and its envi-

ronment’’ (p. 209). To be sure, one should expect greater change at the discursive rather

than at the structural level. It is easier to alter policy talk than to promote substantial

organizational change (Christensen 2012). This is clearly the case in Europe, though

there is some evidence of organizational change as well, the diffusion of business school,

for example.

The validity of each of the first three assumptions can be empirically questioned. From a

world society perspective what is unquestionable is that these assumptions have impacted

European higher education via a proliferation of ministerial reports, academic conferences,

and scholarly books that seek to cope with the implications of these assumptions. European

universities are situated in and influenced by a world environment that privileges these

assumptions, and thus, models of the university as socially embedded rationalized

organization.

These assumptions suggest that we should find an increase in the use of the terms world-

class universities and higher education and economic development. These terms are indeed

frequently used in many compilations of readings and chapters that discuss the current

university and the challenges this venerable institution now faces. Shin and Kehn (2013)

vividly illustrate this point as we emphasize in the concluding chapter (Ramirez and Meyer

2013). The question is whether a broader search shows a rise in the use of these terms over

time.

Figures 1 and 2 clearly show discursive trends consistent with these assumptions:

between 1990 and 2009 one finds a clear increase in the use of these terms. The figures are

based on data from ISI Web of Knowledge. We retrieved all journal articles, books,

reviews and editorial addresses with topics (i.e. title, abstract, or keywords) of ‘‘world class

university(ies)’’ and ‘‘higher education & economic development’’ in all subject areas and

disciplines. Our search resulted with 45 items for the first topic and 147 items for the

second topic.

The pattern2 illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 suggests a changing world environment within

which European universities find themselves. The pattern indicates that universities are

increasingly discussed within a global frame of reference. The pattern also indicates that

the university economy link is also discursively on the rise. A proliferation of national and

international conferences designed to ‘‘re-think higher education’’ invoke both the global

evaluative frame and the economic role of the university. We return to this world envi-

ronment and its role in influencing discourse regarding higher education in the last section

2 We get similar results if we do a simple Google n-gram search with the same keywords in the corpus of
English written books. Also, the n-gram search generates book titles with the sequential order of words in
the topic of, for example, ‘‘world class universities’’.
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of this paper. Therein we offer a brief reflection on how our world society perspective

differs from other perspectives on higher education.

We expect that these worldwide developments will influence the content of published

research in higher education journals in Europe. Note that we do not assert that the content

will uniformly endorse the socially embedded rationalized organization and the pursuit of

excellence. What we do expect is to find a rise in content that deals with issues linked to

the pursuit of university excellence and university management.

Data and analysis

The developing field of higher education research has recently become the object of study

itself. By studying research topics and citations patterns, scholars have addressed the field’s

Fig. 1 World Class Universities (Source: SSCI)

Fig. 2 Higher Education & Economic Development (Source: SSCI)
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ambivalent agenda and diverse research communities (Tight 2007, 2008; Tuire and Erno

2001). Also, discursive patterns have been studied in administratively oriented periodi-

cals.3 However, missing from all these studies is a systematic examination of intellectual

production in higher education over time. This study addresses this gap in the literature via

an exploratory analysis of the (changing) nature of the knowledge base of the field of

higher education through examining changes in keywords over time. This study focuses on

higher education research that pertains to European higher education.

We conducted an analysis of higher education articles in the ISI Web of Knowledge

database for the period of 1990–2009. The Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI),4

accessed via ISI Web of Knowledge, provides a quick, powerful access to the bibliographic

and citation information to find research data, analyze trends, journals and researchers. The

analysis involved two steps: (1) Analysis of the keywords of work published in the SSCI,

with a particular focus on European higher education; and (2) Analysis of the keywords

from European articles published in the nine most influential non-North American higher

education journals, and retrieved from the SSCI.

Analysis 1

Our search topic in the SSCI’s database was ‘higher education’.5 To narrow down the

number of ‘‘hits’’, we refined the search to cover only articles related to fields of inquiry

where empirical evidence regarding higher education has been provided: education and

educational research, sociology, social sciences, interdisciplinary, management, public

administration and business. Our search was also refined to include only articles in a period

1991–2008, since books reviews and editorial addresses were not our primary interest in

tracing the field’s development. We further refined our search with ‘Europe’ and names of

individual countries (e.g. for countries, this refinement involved specific ‘country names’).

In total, 216 articles were retrieved when we used the search criteria for Europe, and 1,192

articles were retrieved when employed the search criteria for individual European countries.

Out of total of 1,408 articles, 531 articles remained after excluding those that either

were not found as relevant (i.e. discussing topics such as: unemployed adults, experience of

female soccer players at a college of higher education, child protection training, etc.), or

had missing data in their abstract fields. However, articles with a self-explanatory title and

no abstract remained in a final database. Figure 3 shows a total number of articles over

time for a period 1991–2008. At the beginning, there are less than 10 and at the end of the

period there are nearly 100 articles with a European focus.

We further examined whether this increase in an absolute number of the European

higher education articles is also the case relative to the total number of higher education

articles in the SSCI database. Figure 4 shows the number of European papers as a percent

of the total number of higher education papers6 in the period 1991–2008. At the beginning

3 The paper (title: ‘‘Codes of Commerce: The Uses of Business Rhetoric in the American Academy,
1960–2000’’) presented by Daniel Kleinman at Scancor and STS Seminar, Stanford University on 25
January 2010.
4 Includes essential data from over 1,950 of the world’s leading social sciences journals across 50 disci-
plines, as well as 3,500 of the world’s leading scientific and technical journals.
5 A search criteria involved a topic of: higher education OR post-secondary education OR tertiary
education.
6 The total number of higher education papers has been retrieved from the SSCI database by applying the
same search criteria for the topic, six subject areas, articles and English language.
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there is less than 7 and at the end of the period more than 20 % of the higher education

articles that have a European focus.

Figures 3 and 4 clearly show a pattern of growth. In absolute and in relative terms

research on higher education in Europe has increased between 1991 and 2007. This growth

is in line with policy talk regarding the importance of the knowledge economy and the role

of the universities in shaping the learning society.

Next, we examined the content of these research publications. The aim was to ascertain

whether there is also an increased emphasis on ideas regarding the university as an

organization in need of better management in order to arrive at higher quality. What we

seek to ascertain is whether these ideas are addressed in higher educational research

journals, not whether they are wholeheartedly endorsed. To do this the 531 European

Fig. 3 Number of European articles (Source: SSCI)

Fig. 4 European articles as percentage of total number of articles 1991–2008 (Source: SSCI)
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articles were coded for keywords.7 Four fields were utilized during the coding procedure.

These were: title, abstract, descriptors (provided by authors), and identification words

(provided by the SSCI). Each article was coded with one, two or three keywords. In the

first round of coding, 45 keywords were used. Based on this coding scheme, a table of 531

observations was made, including weight of keywords and publication years. For example,

if an article had only one keyword, the weight given was 1. If an article had three

keywords, the weight given to each of those keywords was 0.33. And so on.

After giving weights to each keyword and each article, a new table is created involving

publication years and records of weight for 45 keywords. We then grouped the single

keywords into nine groups8: quality, market, management, globalization, technology &

innovation, performance, students, teaching & research, and policy (see Table 1).

To examine trends in research topics covered in the articles on higher education in

Europe over time, we have plotted single-keywords frequencies longitudinally and group-

keywords frequencies for the two time periods. These frequencies are normalized on the

total number of higher education articles per year. In the next figures we look at trends both

using single and then grouped keywords. Trend lines in Fig. 5 illustrate stagnation or only

slight increases in frequencies of single keywords such as ‘‘inequality’’ and ‘‘access’’, as

well as considerable increases in single keywords such as ‘‘quality’’ and ‘‘management’’.

What this finding suggests is that the overall increased research interest in higher education

in Europe is an interest more attuned to the need for managing the university than to the

need for dealing with inequality. This finding further suggests that in the last two decades a

concern with issues of excellence is more pronounced than a concern with equity con-

siderations. This finding may reflect the fact that current higher educational reforms in

Europe are more centered on issues of organization and management while earlier reforms

were more focused on student access.

Figure 6 shows increases in group-keywords’ frequencies for two different time peri-

ods: 1991–1999 and 2000–2008. As anticipated, there is an increase in group-keywords

over time, since the group-keywords are broadly defined. More importantly, Fig. 6 also

Table 1 Single- and group-keywords

Group keywords Single keywords

Quality Quality, Standards, Rankings, Assessment, Evaluation

Market Market, Competition

Management Management, Organization, Governance, Leadership, Transformation, Transition,
Restructuring, Administration

Globalization Globalization, Internationalization, Europeanization

Technology
&Innovation

Technology, Innovation, Knowledge

Performance Performance, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Excellence, Responsibility, Accountability

Students Students, Brain drain, Access, Equality, Inequality

Teaching and
Research

Teaching, Learning, Curriculum, Research

Policy Policy, Funding, Massification, Gender, Privatization, Reform, Participation,
Development, System

7 Inter-reliability of coding has been checked by having both authors coding the same sample separately.
8 In further analysis we will refer only to five groups with most distinct changes in the two periods.
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illustrates a significant increase in the topics of excellence (e.g. management, quality,

performance) compared to other topics (e.g. students’ access and inequality). To be sure

there is also an absolute rise in content regarding students but a much more modest one

than as regards quality, management, and performance.

Analysis 2

The next step in our analysis was to see if we would find the same pattern on a sample

involving single keywords in articles published in the most influential Non-North Amer-

ican higher education journals. Tight (2008) has identified a list of 17 most influential Non-

North American journals in higher education research. We have reduced his list to nine

journals to retrieve European articles by using the search topic ‘‘Europe’’ as a search

criterion. In total, 273 European articles are retrieved from the nine journals.9 Out of a total

of 273 articles, 77 were from the period 1990–1999, and 196 from the period 2000–2009.

All European articles are checked for the keywords. In cases where keywords were

missing, new keywords are created based on an article’s abstract and/or title. The existing

keywords were also double checked for their relevance and modified if needed. For this

analysis, we mainly relied on the coding of keywords from the SSCI database.

Figure 7 shows increases and decreases in the keyword frequencies. These frequencies

are normalized based on the total number of articles published in the nine journals for the

two time periods examined. To remain consistent, we have grouped several single key-

words together. Hence the ‘‘quality’’ dimension involves two keywords (i.e. ‘‘quality’’ and

‘‘rankings’’), the ‘‘management’’ emphasis involves two keywords (i.e. ‘‘management’’ and

‘‘organization’’), and the ‘‘students’’ focus involves two keywords (i.e. ‘‘access’’ and

Fig. 5 Single keywords frequency trends 1991–2008 (Source: SSCI)

9 Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education; European Journal of Education; Higher Education;
Higher Education Quarterly; Higher Education Review; Higher Education Research Development; Journal
of Geography in Higher Education; Studies in Higher Education; Teaching in Higher Education.
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‘‘enrollment’’). Once again we find a rise in research discourse focused on the university as

an organization. The results in this assessment closely parallel those we found using a

different database (see Fig. 6). The similarity in the results increases our confidence that

these findings are not an artifact peculiar to a single data set. Figure 6 showed a moderate

increase in the emphasis on students, though not as steep as the increased emphasis on

quality, management, and performance. In this assessment the emphasis on students, higher

than either quality or management in the earlier decade, actually declines.

What is the sociological significance of the empirical fact that scholars are increasingly

interested in universities as organizations? This increased interest should not be equated

with a facile endorsement of the assumptions that shape policy discussions regarding

higher education. Many scholars argue that universities should not be redefined or reduced

to solely engines of economic progress (Tomusk 2004). Others question the causal link

between management reforms and successful universities (Amaral et al. 2003). Lastly,

many scholars favor more historically distinctive universities (see papers in Mazza et al.

2008). But regardless of whether they are endorsers or critics, more recent scholarship

addresses these assumptions. The salience of these assumptions is on the rise. Talk of

world-class universities and organizational strategies to pursue this lofty goal strike many

scholars (including the authors of this paper) as simpleminded. But the talk is increasingly

a standardized feature of university ‘‘presentations of self’’. For example, consider the

following from a university website:

The University of Göttingen has moved up 30 places in the QS World University

Ranking for 2012/2013 and is now 119th worldwide. It thus moved from 10th to 6th

place among the top ten German universities… In their world ranking for 2011/2012,

the authoritative British magazine Times Higher Education (THE) has ranked Göt-

tingen University 69th, placing Göttingen in second position among all German

institutions of higher education…The name of our university is connected with the

résumés of more than forty Nobel prize winners. Thirteen of them have been

awarded the Nobel prize for the very research conducted during their time in Göt-

tingen (UOG 2013).

What our findings suggest is that administrative or policy talk about university quality is

increasingly reflected in the scholarship on higher education. Most importantly, our find-

ings further suggest that the emphasis on excellence appears to co-vary with a focus on

Fig. 6 Keywords subgroups, European articles 1991–2008 (Source: SSCI)
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organization and management. The charismatic professor as the cornerstone of university

excellence may now have to compete with organizational leaders and faculty entrepre-

neurs. If this is so, European universities will be heading down paths with American

footprints.

Discussion

This exploratory study shows that the policy debates and directives regarding higher

education in Europe are reflected in the research discourse. An earlier emphasis on access,

and more broadly, equity appears to have given way to the more recent focus on how to

better manage the university. Moreover, the results indicate that, in earlier times, research

conducted in relatively small European higher education systems was mainly preoccupied

with issues such as student experiences in higher education in a particular country. Over

time, however, an increased focus on the pursuit of excellence in European higher edu-

cation may be seen as a result of the Bologna process influencing the reform agendas in

higher education. As Tight (2007: 251) puts it:

…[T] here is a growing policy momentum within the European Union to standardize

and align higher education system practices – and encourage staff and student

mobility – leading to greater and greater liaison between both researchers and

practitioners in the systems concerned.

Empirical evidence supports this premise. For example, in the Norwegian context,

Smeby and Trondal (2005) documented that research collaboration and co-authoring in

social science has become increasingly directed towards other European countries, in

general, and Nordic countries, in particular. They claim that research collaboration has

been Europeanized through policy initiatives in Europe.

Further research is needed to more directly ascertain whether the trends we report

indicate that a more consolidated field of higher education is arising in Europe. One line of

inquiry needed is to distinguish more sharply between research that examines a specific

European country and research that addresses Europe as a whole. As part of European-

ization in general there are now more journals and more conferences and more advanced

training programs that center on Europe as a whole. Is the latter just a context within which

the national continues to be most prominent? Or, does Europeanization represent a further

de-territorialization of the state, and more concretely, of national institutions such as

Fig. 7 Single keywords, European articles 1990–2009 (Source: nine journals)
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universities? More fine-grained content analysis is needed to answer these inter-related

questions.

Further studies are also needed to gauge the degree to which university rankings within

countries and across the world influence research discourse. University rankings have

given rise to the pursuit of the label ‘‘universities of excellence’’ in Germany (Kehm 2013;

see also Cremonini et al. 2013 for the rise of global excellence values in higher education

in France.). Throughout Europe beliefs about university as engines of progress are directly

and indirectly articulated. Skeptics are on the defensive, fearful that what they defend will

look like elite and irrelevant universities. From a sociological perspective the interesting

question is whether some systems of higher education are more buffered from the uni-

versity rankings discourse than others. And, if that is the case, the empirical issue is

whether there is a systematic relationship between types of national educational systems

and the likelihood of adopting policies more attuned to the race for excellence. That is, we

need studies that seek to examine cross-national variation as well as research that address

cross-national trends (Ramirez and Christensen 2013). We further need studies designed to

more directly compare the explanatory power of neo-institutional arguments with those

generated by alternative perspectives. An instrumentalist perspective, for example, would

predict discursive and structural changes in European universities as a function of the

conscious activities of experts promoting favored changes (Christensen 2012).

Concluding reflection

The world society perspective motivates this exploratory study. The starting point of this

neo-institutionalist perspective is that a range of ‘‘actors’’ are socially embedded in and

deeply influenced by their environments. A strong version of this perspective emphasizes

the degree to which individuals, organizations, and nation-states owe their identity and

their rationales for their activities to the cultural models that inform and shape them

(Meyer 2010; Ramirez 2012). This strong version deems the line between actors and

environments as in good part an arbitrary convention in the social sciences. Agency is not

an inherent property of individuals, organizations, or nation-states but rather a culturally

mandated imposition that then gets enacted by these actors. These actors are not only

influenced by their environments, but their very constitution or entitivity is derived from

validating cultural models. These models can operate at local or national levels but

increasingly global models become more influential.

The socially buffered university was a more common national and regional model of the

university in Europe. But today universities in Europe and elsewhere confront a broad

cultural shift that points in the direction of and celebrates the more socially embedded

university. The universalistic character of this shift makes it more difficult for a university

or even a system of universities to invoke its national distinctiveness to justify its unique

structures and decision-making processes (but see Mazza et al. 2008, for an alternative

perspective that the long term survival of the university is facilitated by persisting dif-

ferences). European universities increasingly proclaim their commitment to excellence as

an overarching goal. However begrudgingly, many also proclaim their transparency and

their willingness to be assessed, often with world standards that respect no borders. These

standards invariably call for more relevance and relevance is itself increasingly imagined

as positive technical and economic outputs brought about by new ‘‘learning to learn’’

competencies and skills (Bleiklie 2005). From a neo-institutional perspective these shifts in
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university foci are important enactments of transnational cultural models that emphasize

world-class universities and higher education and development.

The world society perspective differs from other general arguments that emphasize the

boundedness of nation-states and national institutions such as universities. To be sure,

these arguments are not without merit. There are some differences in universities and

systems of higher education that reveal the power of historical legacies as manifested in

path dependencies. Much of the comparative literature on universities involves case studies

and these studies emphasize differences between universities, especially those across

universities in different nation-states. These studies are less sensitive to growing com-

monalities or tend to dismiss these as superficialities.

The world society perspective emphasizes these growing commonalities and proposes

that nation-states and universities therein are attuned to world models of progress. These

models postulate excellence as a goal that universities need to affirm and to pursue in

rationalized strategies that link excellence to better university organization and manage-

ment. In the European context these models are first evident in the discourse of educational

ministries. This paper suggests that these models have now penetrated even research

publications in higher education. From a neo-institutional perspective the bottom line is

that European universities, despite rich and varied historical traditions, now increasingly

enact university identities favored by the world in which they are embedded.

What does the rise and triumph of world models of university excellence imply for

comparative studies of higher education? The first and perhaps most obvious implication is

that more attention needs to be paid to the global environment within which universities

find themselves. The environment may be conceptualized as a set of influential interna-

tional organizations and their capacity to define what constitutes an excellent university

(Kauppi and Errkla 2011). These organizations may function as the carriers of the core

assumptions we identified earlier, assumptions that assign great importance to how uni-

versities should be governed and managed on the road to excellence. From a world societal

perspective these organizations are not autonomous sources of influence solely due to their

resources. What gives these organizations clout is that they operate within a world in which

the pursuit of excellence can be imagined as a university goal attainable through portable

‘‘best practices.’’ The interests of these organizations are often highlighted in the com-

parative education literature (e.g. Beech 2011). But these interests are legitimate only

because they are consistent with a world cultural matrix that affirms transnational standards

and portable ‘‘best practices’’.

This world of transnational standards has evolved over time and permeated a wide range

of societal sectors including higher education. Comparative research can focus on ‘‘the

state of the world’’ across time periods and contrast the impact of world factors with

national ones over time. A core world society prediction is that world factors will be more

influential in more recent periods than in earlier ones. More concretely, the classical

diffusion process should be more evident in more recent periods. What other universities in

the world or in one’s region are doing will have greater impact in the twenty-first century

than was the case in the middle of the twentieth century (Marginson 2010). The con-

temporary world is not only a better-integrated world, but also one where all sorts of

organizations are optimistically thought of as capable of attaining similar high standards.

In the contemporary world, portable models of university excellence are likely to be

imagined, articulated, and advanced.

A second strand of comparative research can examine the conditions under which

universities are less likely to be subjected to global rationalizing influences. In general

more isolated systems of higher education are more likely to retain distinctive features.
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These systems are likely to be found in geopolitical entities that are themselves more

isolated. In addition, earlier university system ‘‘winners’’ are more likely to cling to

organizational features that their defenders associate with their earlier success, for example

the continued practice of the Habilitacion in German higher education, despite it no longer

being a legal requirement. One can imagine a post American hegemony era where the

allure of interdisciplinary studies recedes worldwide but persists in the United States,

perhaps associated with its golden age.

The most important challenge though is to distinguish between what a university system

must do to be seen as a legitimate university system and what are permissible differences.

For example, every system of higher education must be open to women if it is to be taken

seriously in the wider world. This is an institutional must. Higher education systems must

be open to women because the pursuit of excellence requires harnessing human capital and

underinvestment in the human capital of women violates the assumption that universities

are or should become engines of national progress. There is more tolerance for systems that

require the maintenance of same sex institutions but increase the numbers enrolled in both,

for instance, the general practice in a number of Middle Eastern countries. The challenge

though is not merely to enumerate growing commonalities and empirically distinguish

these from persistent differences. The challenge is to generate a theoretical rationale that

will allow one to predict where the pressures for changes in the direction of greater

commonalities will be stronger.

The core assumptions we identified earlier are a starting point in developing a theo-

retical rationale. Universities are compelled to act as if they are or seek to become engines

of national progress, as if they value better governance, and as if they seek to learn from

their peers. The pressures for change will be greater if the ‘‘offending’’ principle, policy, or

practice is seen as violating these assumptions. The idealized university is expected to

embrace these assumptions. Taken as a whole these assumptions constitute a core feature

of a model of university excellence in the service of national progress that impinges on all

universities. This model is especially influential when it is consistent with some equity

standard: the expansion of women in higher education illustrates the conjoint impact of

excellence and equity standards. However, in other domains these standards may come into

conflict and these are the domains where one should not expect growing commonalities. To

illustrate, the market logic that facilitates the enormous gaps in faculty salaries between

and within American universities is both unlikely to comfortably travel to Nordic countries

with stronger egalitarian traditions and to become a mandatory part of university reform

talk or educational research discourse. To further illustrate, the relatively low value

assigned to faculty service within American universities does not resonate with the culture

of many an Asian university. Faculty service is unlikely to emerge as an ingredient in

university reform talk or educational research discourse either. Lastly, the centrality of

intercollegiate athletics in higher education in the United States is not imagined as a core

element of the elevated status of America higher education in the world of university

excellence. Not all American university practices get theorized as ‘‘best practices’’ and

those that do not gain this idealized status are not portable.

More theory-guided comparative research is needed to ascertain why some features of

university structure and activity become portable ‘‘best practices’’ and how portability

impacts discourse and practice in different parts of the world. The starting point though is

to recognize that universities are increasingly discussed as socially embedded organiza-

tions in a web of world standards. This paper seeks to contribute to that understanding by

examining European research discourse and the rise of the importance of issues of orga-

nization and management therein.
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Chapter 15 1

Universalizing the University in a World Society 2

Francisco O. Ramirez and John W. Meyer 3

15.1 Introduction 4

With rapid recent globalization, higher education has come to be seen as a central 5

focus and source of national development. The university is key to knowledge 6

production and transmission, and knowledge is a core component and source 7

of the knowledge society or economy. This is a sort of society in which many 8

elements distant from the production economy make up dominant components 9

of measured national economic success. And most of these elements derive their 10

value not from demonstrated functional utility for the production economy but 11

from the certificated value they derive from the educational system: professional 12

roles, resting on such certificates, are central. The changes involved make higher 13

education and its expansion and improvement main foci of national policy and make 14

educational competitions within and between national societies core elements of 15

successful participation in global progress. These changes call for better university 16

organization and more professionalized management. In this chapter, we review the 17

situation as it is described in the literature, covering a variety of national policy 18

systems. 19

The studies in this book report on a higher educational world with a remarkably 20

high level of convergence. The chapters – and the participants in the educational 21

development on which they report – share a common language, with apparently con- 22

sensual meanings of abstract terms: university, teaching, research, national needs, 23

national development, knowledge society, science, world-class university, university

AQ1

24

rankings, the American research university, and so on. Partly, the consensus arises
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from professionalization and a good deal of interaction among the authors and with 25

the editors. But it clearly goes far beyond that, and around the world, schooled 26

persons could follow the discussions here. 27

In fact, the discourse involved is simultaneously global but also reflective 28

of local instantiations in a great many countries. This sort of globalization is 29

characteristic, now, of social organizational phenomena in many social sectors 30

(e.g., Drori et al. 2006). Roland Robertson (1992) used the term “glocalization” 31

to describe the general phenomena – Kehm (Chap. 6) and Marginson (Chap. 5) 32

call it “glonacal.” University people, and the elites that manage and monitor the 33

universities, everywhere have frames of reference with a great deal of global 34

commonality. They can routinely discuss an abstraction such as a “world-class 35

university,” with the confidence that this entity could in principle be found or created 36

anywhere, with rather homogeneous meanings and functions. And thus, it is clear 37

that particular local institutions can be accredited or rated in terms of globally 38

common systems of ranking and classification, just as organizations everywhere 39

can be rated on the same scales of transparency, environmental protection, respect 40

for human rights, or corporate social responsibility in general (Drori et al. 2006). 41

Within the educational domain, student achievement in many different subjects can 42

be assessed and compared on the same PISA or IEA scales (Baker and LeTendre 43

2005). Similarly, nation-states can be compared on a host of dimensions related to 44

human welfare, environmental status, educational development, and so on. With the 45

collapse of Communism (and its conception of a net material product), all countries 46

can have a gross domestic product rated on the same dimension (though there are 47

several alternative conception of how to integrate the separate currencies). 48

The ranking, rating, and classification of universities in common evaluation 49

frames are now given great importance across the widest range of national societies. 50

Public policies to improve university status in global terms, and on global standards, 51

now seem to be urgent functional requirements for proper national development. 52

The struggles of universities for self-improvement and betterment are seen, not 53

as private competitions in a zero-sum status system but as efforts at more general 54

collective national goods. These struggles are often imagined as efforts to reinvent 55

higher education, efforts that call for better organization and professionalized 56

management. 57

In short, everywhere one travels in our world, one finds national elites eager to 58

improve their universities in global, not national, terms. And, one finds university 59

leaders acutely conscious of their status in a global system and driven to improve 60

it. Lastly, one also finds consultants interacting with university leaders and national 61

elites to help create world-class universities. 62

It was not always so and is clearly a property of very recent decades, as the 63

chapters in this book uniformly establish. In this chapter, we step back to try to 64

understand how the whole new system has come into being on a global scale. We 65

start by considering the world of higher education in previous periods, when very 66

different conceptions and evaluations were dominant. Then we discuss what has 67

changed and how the dimensions of the world described by the chapters of this 68

book have been produced. 69
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15 Universalizing the University in a World Society

15.2 The Universalism of the University 70

As its name implies, the university has had since its Western medieval origins, 71

along with its specific mundane location, a claim to universality (Rashdall 1936). 72

Its essence, indeed, has always been to bring knowledge understood to be universal 73

down into the specific locale of a city, a state, or later a national state (Riddle 1990, 74

1993). Timeless and placeless theological knowledge was most central, followed 75

by canon and civil law understood as somewhat more historical in construction. The 76

less certain and eternal universals of the mundane world in medicine and philosophy 77

followed in the academic procession. But in all cases, the special knowledge that 78

entered the university has always had clearly universalistic claims (Frank and 79

Meyer 2007). 80

In the medieval period, as now, university status depended on the assessments of 81

others, so ranking and rating were crucial. Charters from popes and emperors, and 82

later national states, were important. But so was the good opinion of others: were 83

one’s certificates accepted by the colleagues at the great centers in Paris, Oxford, 84

or Bologna (Clark 2006)? Criteria were vague – was an “incomplete” university 85

lacking a law faculty really a university? And because the university concept had 86

claimed its universality, much competition was constructed for preference and 87

antiquity among the major university centers: rankings and ratings have a very old 88

history, along with conflicts over them. 89

Thus, throughout its history, the university could readily be compared with others 90

in schemes of assessment. A century ago, the Scientific American could publish 91

quantified assessments, and Western Reserve University President Thwing (1911) 92

could write a genial book reviewing and comparing 20 universities in 19 countries, 93

apparently after having visited and examined almost all of them. 94

In all such assessments, prestige was involved – the standing of the university 95

in a scheme of high virtue. The prestige of a country could be involved too, if its 96

university carried proper high cultural value. In reality, diffuse cultural values, more 97

than instrumental aims and efficacy, were at issue. For instrumental purposes, even 98

a cathedral (which could help protect foreign merchants) was more valuable than a 99

university. This situation changed dramatically in the production of our world and 100

the world depicted in the chapters of this book. 101

15.3 The Modernist View 102

By the mid-twentieth century, the university model had spread throughout the 103

developed, and much of the developing, world (Riddle 1990). Enrollments and 104

counts of institutions had spread substantially, especially after the Enlightenment. 105

At this point, universities were almost all firmly located within a national society, 106

typically under some sort of regulation from a national state. But they could, as 107

always, be subject to common definitions and compared with each other. Thus, 108
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directories could attempt to list, with some standardized information, all the 109

universities in the world or in regions of it (e.g., The World of Learning). To be 110

sure, variations among systems were recognized (and became the central focus of, 111

e.g., Clark 1983, whose discussion lies in the background of Marginson’s Chap. 5), 112

so that one could speak of the German, English, French, or American universityAQ2 113

(Flexner 1930). The differences among these models, however, were principally 114

organizational in character – they dealt much less with the core knowledge base, and 115

chemistry in Germany was pretty much also chemistry in France or the United States 116

(see Fourcade (2009) for some substantive variations in the field of economics). 117

University models, thus, varied in how the institutions were organizationally linked 118

to society, not mainly in the substantive content of the teaching and research 119

undertaken within universities. Indeed, in the chapters of this book, attention to the 120

substantive topics of research and instruction in universities is quite limited, aside 121

from the overwhelming stress on the importance of science and technology in global 122

competitions. Yan Luo, in Chap. 10, and Kong Chung Ho, in Chap. 13, are in some 123

measure exceptional here and give some attention to matters of substance over and 124

above organizational form. 125

Historically, the knowledge involved had cultural or prestige value more than 126

instrumental use in society itself. For the individual too, university education 127

carried markers of prestige more than the capacities for enhanced production. 128

The old professions supported by the university – theology, law, and medicine – 129

were seen as carrying more religious and cultural than instrumental (or especially 130

economic) values. In the post-Enlightenment or modern period, practical concerns 131

had penetrated the sacred halls, particularly in radical countries like France, the 132

United States, or later the Soviet Union. But for the most part, the university was a 133

prestige item, and really useful training was produced elsewhere, in apprenticeships, 134

practical experience, specialized technical schools (like the grandes ecoles), or 135

vocational training (Frank and Meyer 2007). 136

There were, thus, good reasons to be skeptical about whether university expan- 137

sion was in the public good or whether it was a publically admirable private good.AQ3 138

Perhaps the game was not worth the candle, and both societies and the individuals in 139

them should constrain their desires for instrumentally empty prestige values. A 1931 140

paper of the Federation of German Industries (as reported in the New York Times 141

by Jedell) warns of the costs of overeducation: “ : : : a sterile, educated proletariat is 142

being produced : : : while millions are wasted on its training : : : graduates : : : have 143

not chosen their callings from any native endowment : : : but from an erroneous 144

belief that their diploma would help them more readily to develop an income. The 145

responsibility, therefore, rests chiefly upon the parents who without informing them- 146

selves in authoritative quarters about economic prospects and possibilities, deem it 147

their duty to make advanced studies possible for their sons and daughters : : : This 148

evil : : : is directly connected with the distorted value placed in Germany on going 149

through the higher schools that are feeders to the university.” 150

This perspective now seems extreme and is entirely foreign to the analysts of 151

the chapters of this book and to the policy worlds they depict. But versions of this 152

view were central and widely shared doctrines among theorists and researchers on 153

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_5
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higher education a half century ago. The story line was that the prestige linked 154

to higher education, and the gratuitous educational requirements for occupational 155

success, was driving an irrational, arbitrary, expensive, and inflationary educational 156

expansion. Titles tell a good deal: Collins’ The Credential Society (1979), Berg’s 157

The Great Training Robbery (1970), Freeman’s The Overeducated American 158

(1976), Illich’s Deschooling Society (1971), Dore’s Diploma Disease (1975), and 159

Boudon’s Education, Opportunity, and Social Inequality (1974). These often- 160

sophisticated and sometimes mathematicized analyses spelled out the inflationary 161

dynamics involved as status groups and individuals competed for educationally 162

based preferment (see summaries in Rubinson and Fuller 1992; Rubinson and 163

Browne 1994). 164

In all these accounts, the state played an important role, but one diametrically 165

opposed to that depicted in the chapters of this book. It was clear that traditional 166

European states had exercised their powers to block much putatively irrational 167

expansion of the universities and had managed to control the higher educational 168

system so that it simply met the needs of a slowly changing occupational order (Ben- 169

David and Zloczower 1962; Collins 1971). The Western theorists were less likely to 170

celebrate very similar state-driven constraints on educational expansion put forward 171

in the Communist world (Lenhardt and Stock 2000; Baker et al. 2004). But the state 172

elites of that world shared the view that higher education should simply meet the 173

core needs of a very material and functional national society and that overeducation 174

would be destabilizing and counterproductive. Student protest movements in the 175

sixties and seventies were often imagined as evidence of the destabilizing effects 176

of too much higher education, evidence to the contrary notwithstanding (Ramirez 177

et al. 1973). 178

The problem case, and instance of uncontrolled inflation, was the United States – 179

after World War II the only power really left standing. Famous for the absence 180

of legitimate national state power and authority in educational matters, there was 181

no power capable of blocking the competitive pressures of parents and children 182

eager to outdo their neighbors. And given that educational certificates were routes 183

to success in an expanding array of valued occupations in the stratification system – 184

a situation tacitly explained in the prevailing theories as somehow functional in 185

character – educational inflation was a natural product. And it was dramatically 186

visible in the United States, with its long history of early educational expansion at 187

all levels (Rubinson 1986). 188

The modern logic of the postwar period was quite clear. Economic, political, 189

and social development were clearly needed – especially in the newly independent 190

countries that might otherwise be susceptible to radical solutions. Education could 191

fit people into the expanding modern economies and societies, and expanding mass 192

education could clearly eliminate some bottlenecks. But the point was functional 193

and built on a functionalist analysis of developing nation-states. Education should 194

fit people into a social (and perhaps especially economic) structure, and as this 195

structure expands, education had to expand. The idea that education might actually 196

drive the whole development program had no pride of place: the main fear was 197

that traditional and conservative societies would be too much inclined to keep their 198
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children home, rather than pushing them into roles as cogs in the machinery of 199

progress. Philip Foster’s well-known work (1965) illustrated how villagers would 200

be likely to block educational expansion by thwarting the growth of more technical 201

and vocational forms of schooling. 202

In the modern vision of half century ago, educational expansion was clearly 203

needed to fit in with growing economies. But the main emphases were on the 204

expansion of primary education (especially to create citizens) and even more 205

secondary education (to create citizens but especially effective and committed 206

workers). Thus, a most important document in the period – Harbison and My- 207

ers’ Education, Manpower, and Economic Growth (1964) – was a massive and 208

successful celebration of the virtues of expanded secondary schooling. It had 209

worldwide impact as ideology, despite its strikingly limited evidentiary base. The 210

commitment to development, and to education as a means for national development, 211

was substantially a matter of faith (and set against an alternative Communist faith). 212

From this point of view, higher educational expansion was a dubious good. It 213

was more likely to result from status competitions, as both states and individuals 214

competed for prestige. Individuals would compete for enhanced stratificational 215

positions. Nation-state elites would compete for symbols of status – universities, 216

along with airlines, flags, songs, and presidential palaces. None of it made much 217

sense in terms of real economic, political, and social development, and the apparent 218

inefficiencies involved were striking. Worse, higher education could be counter- 219

productive, as it reflected and reinforced a revolution of rising expectations (e.g., 220

Huntington 1968): despite a complete absence of relevant evidence, it was doctrine 221

that having large numbers of unemployed college graduates was destabilizing for a 222

slowly developing social order. 223

A detailed analysis of international, national, and academic ideologies for the 224

period has not been done. But it is obvious that the weight of world opinion 225

ran against any explosive expansion of higher education, while it celebrated rapid 226

expansions at lower levels of education. For decades this was World Bank doctrine. 227

Higher educational expansion happened anyway and at growth rates exceeding 228

those of lower educational levels (Schofer and Meyer 2005). Countries created 229

universities at a great rate, and parents set their children – very much including 230

female children – to them (Bradley and Ramirez 1996; Ramirez and Wotipka 2001). 231

More universities were established after World War II than throughout earlier human 232

history. It is important to understand why we find this global trend, often seen as 233

irrational and counterproductive in an earlier era. 234

By the time we come to our own period, as reflected in the chapters of this 235

book, the old concerns have disappeared. The authors here generally maintain 236

something of a distant and academic posture toward national policies for pell- 237

mell expansion and for global competition: they certainly see the modern system 238

as targeted on prestige competitions as much immediate socioeconomic functions. 239

But they describe a world in which there are few legitimated reasons to be careful 240

about educational expansion, or about spending the odd billion to make a central 241

national university more prestigious (but see Cremonini et al. in Chap. 7). No one 242

fears that we are now in a world in which there is indeed “no salvation outside higher 243

education” (Shils 1971). 244

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_7
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The old conservative voices criticizing educational expansion as productive of 245

anomie, as in the German example quoted above, are mostly stilled. So are the 246

mainline liberal voices that dominated the literature in the 1950s and 1960s, seeing 247

higher educational expansion as inefficient and inflationary. And so are the voices 248

on the old left – dominant in the Communist world, and overwhelming in Maoist 249

China, but clearly extant more broadly – that saw educational expansion as false 250

consciousness on a massive scale and destructive of the coherence and power of the 251

working class and its party. The earlier and intense “Red versus Expert” debates 252

have waned: higher education is now widely regarded as the cat that, regardless of 253

its color, can catch mice. 254

15.4 Sources of the Postmodern Model 255

A set of interrelated changes, on a global scale, lie behind the dramatic shift from 256

models in which higher educational expansion is a suspect good reflecting prestige 257

more than functionality to the models central to the chapters of this book. The 258

changes involved are referred to casually in the chapters here – they lie at the 259

background of the policy worlds under review. We can focus on them here: 260

1. First, as the chapters here quite uniformly recognize, there were the actualities 261

and perceptions of dramatically increased globalization – cultural, political, but 262

especially economic interdependence on a grand scale. Progress, it became clear, 263

must occur in a global, not an autonomous national, context. Positively, this 264

encouraged the expansion of a more globally validated rationalized knowledge 265

system. Negatively, it discouraged the modern functionalism that envisioned 266

education staffing national “needs” in a slowly developing national occupational 267

system – occupations, stratification, and competition would henceforth occur on 268

a more global level (Rosenmund 2006). And in the relatively open system of 269

global society, more education became an unqualified good, rather than a source 270

of local anomie. Awareness of the matter may have been especially intense in 271

old Europe. Essentially all the chapters of this book portray national policies 272

rooted in competition in global society. Sometimes the competition is a direct 273

one for global educational prestige and authority (e.g., Sirat in Chap. 12, on 274

Malaysia). Sometimes it is more indirect, reflecting the importance of education 275

in competitions that are economic and technological. 276

2. Second, there was a rapid expansion, worldwide, of the scientific and social 277

scientific analysis of reality and of the authority of such analyses (Drori et al. 278

2003). The institutions involved expanded everywhere, in many respects partly 279

substituting at the global level for authorities missing from a stateless world 280

order (e.g., Haas 1992). The charisma of older knowledge institutions, linked 281

to nation-states declining in cultural centrality, was replaced by modern forms of 282

rationalized expertise. And these modern forms expanded to cover more topics, 283

in more places, with more penetration into the formerly local and parochial 284

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_12
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(Frank and Gabler 2006). Naturally, this change made the university a much 285

more central institution as a locus of scientific authority – more a creator of the 286

rationalized and functional society than a servant of it. 287

The university came to be seen as a source of all sorts of new products 288

(computer games) but even more of all sorts of new services (e.g., the various 289

new therapies, new forms of organizational rationality like planning and lead- 290

ership). The university becomes the main source of theories of management 291

science, and not surprisingly, the university is increasingly rationalized around 292

principles, policies, and procedures that celebrate sound management (Ramirez 293

2006b, 2010). 294

3. Third, there was a dramatic expansion in the perceived status of the individual 295

human person, celebrated in a great explosion of international norms – rapidly 296

adopted by almost all national states – about the rights and powers of this person 297

(Elliott 2007; Elliott and Boli 2008). This human person was seen as entitled 298

on increasing number of dimensions, with educational, health, religious, and 299

personal expression rights. And most aspects of the person were recognized 300

(with explicit statements of the rights of women, gays, children, indigenous 301

people, and so on). But most important for our purposes here, the perceived 302

legitimate capacities of people were greatly expanded. People were empowered 303

to act, with increasingly naturalized rights to economic, social, religious, cultural, 304

and political action. History, with this liberal and neoliberal expansion (often 305

commented on in the chapters here), was henceforth to be produced by individual 306

choices, not the purposes of the old corporate groups (especially national states). 307

Both human capital ideas and human rights emphases reflect the growing 308

centrality of the individual person in the wider world (Ramirez 2006a). 309

In a global society in which progress rests on the capacities of individual 310

persons, rather than cultural traditions or histories or structures, it makes eminent 311

sense to focus social effort on the expansion and disciplining of these individuals 312

in an educational system. At the bottom of society, empowered human persons 313

everywhere now require massive amounts of compulsory mass education. At the 314

top, the university becomes a fountainhead of progress. 315

15.5 The Postmodern Model: The Knowledge Society 316

The central change producing the global higher educational system described and 317

analyzed here, along with its national-level instantiations, lies in the conception 318

of the “society” to which the university has always been linked. At one time, this 319

society was Christendom (all recognized universities, in practice, were to be found 320

in Western Christendom and cognitively linked this order to a shared cosmos). 321

In the modern period, society generally meant national societies – distinct and 322

competing sacralized entities within the common cosmos – and the university pro- 323

vided universal knowledge sustaining a concrete nation and state. As the period wore 324

on, society was increasingly seen in terms of a development scheme built around 325
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modern notions of social, political, and especially economic life. Development 326

and modernization involved the creation of a set of interdependent institutions to 327

which education was to make a functional contribution. The ideologies involved 328

had something of a realist character and treated economic development as central. 329

“Economic” meant chiefly material production – explicitly so in the Communist 330

version. But in the West, “economic” increasingly meant something more abstract – 331

reflected in statistics like the gross national product per capita, rather than tons 332

of steel, miles of railroad track, or bushels of wheat. Nevertheless, the imagery 333

involved was still rooted in earlier materialist notions. So education’s contribution 334

might be evaluated as improved labor quality, as in human capital conceptions. 335

But a conceptual shift was going on, captured in Daniel Bell’s (1976) “The 336

Coming of Post-Industrial Society.” Analyses of the modern “economy” were 337

dramatically clear that economic “value,” now seen in abstract money rather than 338

concrete automobiles, was increasingly located in something called the “service 339

sector” (e.g., Kerr et al. 1960). A product could still be imagined. For one thing, 340

this service sector could be seen as enhancing material production. For another, one 341

could envision the service sector has having products in its own right – education or 342

health or social order or financial advice – assessable in market terms. But of course, 343

these sorts of products lack the clear market visibility of the loaf of bread or gallon 344

of gasoline. 345

Indeed, often the only way to be clear about the value of service activity was 346

to define it in terms of the credentials – usually educational – of the producers of 347

the activity. A doctor should be paid even if the patient dies, a teacher even without 348

much learning produced, and a civil servant even if the paperwork is of no use. Thus, 349

the value (and thus stratification) system of the whole Western world, as assessed in 350

monetary terms, tended to shift toward making educational credentials quite central. 351

Further, if education came to be central in the product of extant goods and 352

especially services, it also became even more central to a new postmodern theory of 353

progress. If educational credentials became the basis on which current production 354

(e.g., of a manager with an MBA) could be assessed, the expansion of educational 355

credentials could create and legitimate new forms of value assessed as productive 356

(e.g., a human relations manager, an educational planner, or an environmental 357

engineer). 358

We have, then, the rise of the knowledge society – built around monetarized 359

notions of value far removed from the exchange of instrumentally useful com- 360

modities on markets and closely linked to the educational system. And higher 361

education, rather than primary or secondary education, becomes central. The 362

university produces the knowledge and then defines the knowledge as valuable. 363

And it produces the producer of this often barely visible knowledge in action – 364

teaching. Teaching, we now call it, and research are both central to GDP and its 365

growth. Unsurprisingly, the university that lays such golden eggs, instead of being an 366

expensive prestige good of dubious (perhaps negative) instrumental value, becomes 367

a central totem of the mystery of progress. 368

Thus, with the rise of the knowledge society, expanded and improved universities 369

become foci of policy everywhere. And the great world centers actively encourage 370
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it. The World Bank’s report on higher education in the Third World (2000) shows 371

none of the older concern about irrational status competitions and displays anxiety 372

only about whether universities in the periphery can expand enough with enough 373

quality to make progress happen. This report is a major reversal of its earlier 374

stance regarding investment in higher education and tertiary enrollment growth. 375

In dozens of policy documents, the OECD demands that countries invest more in 376

scientific research if they wish to compete in the global economy. Moreover, the 377

improvement of the university has become the goal of much policy discourse with a 378

strong emphasis on better and more flexible organization and more professionalized 379

management (Ramirez 2006b). In practice, professionalized management has meant 380

more university administrators and staff with more educational credentials, often 381

consulting with experts with at least equally impressive credentials. Thus, the 382

universalization of the university has involved both its worldwide expansion but 383

also universal standards for assessing its quality and, presumably, its contribution to 384

national and world progress. 385

A consequence of the postmodern rise of the knowledge society is that it becomes 386

difficult to give substance to the notions of value, production, and progress that are 387

involved. As noted above, the substance of research and instruction is not the focus 388

of the chapters here, or of the policy worlds on which they report. The categories of 389

the medieval world – theology, law, medicine, and philosophy – are long gone but so 390

for the most part are the modern stand-alone fields of knowledge, like economics or 391

physics. Kong Chong Ho’s Chap. 13, on Singapore, stands out, referring concretely 392

to topics like quantum technologies, cancer research, an earth observatory, clini- 393

cal imaging, desalination, water technology, or nanotechnology. Interdisciplinary 394

problem-solving ventures within the university are much in vogue, often contrasted 395

to disciplinary silos. Even in the social sciences, these interdisciplinary efforts are 396

hailed in institutes designed to combat poverty or promote well-being. 397

The main exception here is the overwhelming emphasis, in the national policies 398

described here, on science and technology as foci of progress. Sometimes science 399

includes social science, and sometimes, national emphases note the importance of 400

the humanities – as in the Malaysian case in Chap. 12 – but this is quite rare. The 401

global world is a rationalized place, and the knowledge emphasized in it is similarly 402

highly rationalized: that is why it belongs in the university (Frank and Meyer 2007). 403

15.6 World-Class Universities 404

We arrive at an understanding of why much policy attention, in the current world, 405

goes to higher education, and its expansion and improvement. The chapters of this 406

book dramatically illustrate the point. The world is a very interdependent place; 407

rationalized knowledge is everywhere the same and is central to progress, and 408

individuals are the core units of a world society and the carriers of effective action. 409

Social success of individuals, organizations, and national societies rests critically

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_13
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on the human component, and social improvement rests on the improvement of this 410

human component. Schooling is central, and higher education – producer of both 411

the personnel and the knowledge for the knowledge society – is most central. 412

So around the world, policy elites support, rather than resist, all sorts of pressures 413

to expand university education and to organize it around a world knowledge 414

system rather than any parochial local one. Curricula everywhere tend to reflect 415

world standards and to evolve along with these standards (Frank and Meyer 2007; 416

Frank and Gabler 2006). And, in the global knowledge society, the whole higher 417

educational system is envisioned as a source of progress. 418

As Frank and Gabler (2006) make clear, the focus of expansion in the current 419

period is on the natural and social sciences, rather than on the humanities that 420

reflect older national and civilizational cultures. And in the chapters of this book, 421

the depicted goals of educational policy typically focus on scientific and technical 422

improvements: the humanities are rarely emphasized at all. 423

If the university’s cultural claims have always been to bring universal knowledge 424

down into local society, and thus have had globalized qualities, the postmodern 425

shift to globalized notions of a world knowledge society and value system greatly 426

intensifies expanded efforts at universalization. The chapters of this book display 427

many dimensions of these efforts. 428

First, there is the rise of the concept “world-class university” itself. This implies 429

global recognition and global significance. So indicators like the presence of inter- 430

national students and faculty increase in importance, so do measures of international 431

recognition – citations, international publications, rankings, and ratings.AQ4 432

Second, especially in the developing world, there is a concern about upgrading 433

universities that might not be entirely first-class operations. Rankings are important 434

but also indicators of membership in the latent class involved. Rationalized “ac- 435

counting for excellence” exercises diffuse worldwide (Ramirez 2010). 436

Third, at the emergent global level, direct concerns about prestige – at both 437

university and national levels – arise, in some ways reflecting the old processes so 438

heavily criticized a half century ago. In the same way that the sprawling modern 439

occupational system – often lacking direct measures of productivity – rests on 440

educational credentials, educational systems have the same dependencies and for 441

the same reasons. Research showing the actual social benefits of higher educational 442

expansion is conspicuous for its weakness or absence: it has been very difficult to 443

find positive effects of higher educational enrollments (or quality) on growth in the 444

GDP/capita, for instance (e.g., Benavot 1992; Chabbott and Ramirez 2000), and 445

defenses of the virtues of much investment in higher education often rely on very 446

qualitative examples in a highly irrational way made famous by Kahneman and 447

Tversky (1979) and others. 448

Concretely, it is hard to imagine any research findings that would validate 449

economically sociopolitical decisions to concentrate investments on two or three 450

Harvards rather than distributing them more widely among many – a point made by 451

Shin in Chap. 2 and by Cremonini and colleagues in Chap. 7, who also notice that 452

researchers do not seem to be looking at the issue. Vague reasoning about the virtues

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_2
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of interactive synergistic effects is required – evidence is unlikely to help. Further 453

vague reasoning can argue that having Harvards can create top-down diffusion, or 454

demonstration effects. Again, evidence is unlikely to help – and few researchers 455

seem even to be looking for it. 456

So the old prestige competitions arise in full force, now at the global level. And 457

of course, absence of a strong world state, there is nothing to stop them, exactlyAQ5 458

as theorized by Ben-David and Zlockzower (1962) and by Collins (1979, 1971). 459

Universities compete – within countries but now also at the global level – with the 460

positive supports from their national Ministries. And the Ministries compete too, 461

acutely aware of how many universities they have in the top 100 of some rating 462

scheme. 463

15.7 Criteria, Ratings, and Strategies 464

The notion of the world-class university has, obviously, taken hold in the real 465

world and historically evolves over time. It thus becomes problematic to attempt 466

a formalized academic definition (but see Shin, in Chap. 2). And in most of the 467

chapters here, little definitional effort is made, and authors rely on the emergent 468

common sense understandings of the current global system. 469

In this system, many interrelated dimensions are involved. All the dimensions are 470

seen as having a good side and a bad side – there are few trade-offs or ambiguities. 471

It is good to produce more research, to be heavily cited, and to publish in prestigious 472

and international fora. It is good to have courses and programs in the international 473

lingua franca. It is good to have international students and professors. It is good to 474

be strong in fields like science, engineering, and social science. 475

And, of course, it is good to have many resources. As noted above, it is difficult to 476

show the positive effects of higher education on society, so there is a strong tendency 477

to substitute measures of cost for invisible measures of benefit. It is thus clearly good 478

to be expensive – to have a big research budget, expensive facilities, and so on. In 479

the same way, it is good to have as intake the best students and professors and in 480

this more subtle way to be more expensive. The more social resources a university 481

can use up, the better, in this scheme. 482

All these dimensions are pulled together in the available global ranking systems, 483

which are attended to by the authors here and by the policy elites they study. The 484

ranking systems vary on which indicators they emphasize. But their authors clearly 485

know that they are creating measures for an unmeasured variable that actually exists 486

in the real world. That is, university prestige and reputation is the institutionalized 487

gold standard. So, if one is to create a new measure, it had better have Harvard at the 488

top, or nobody will pay attention. The measure-builder can monkey around a bit – 489

as with British tendencies to raise domestic ratings by counting internationalization 490

quite heavily – but not too far. 491

In the same way, national and university strategies to achieve greatness vary 492

less than one might expect. They are driven by the existence of a real (or anyway 493

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/12-TS-4423_2
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institutionalized) value system. In the current period, this famously puts “the 494

American research university” at the top (see the chapters in Rhoten and Calhoun 495

2011), and so strategies to move in other directions – say to create versions of grande 496

ecoles – are likely to fail. All the chapters in this book report policy models and 497

organizational efforts, reflecting the character and context of the American research 498

universities. Interestingly, when the authors here do venture definitional statements, 499

these cover broader and somewhat different terrains: they sometimes emphasize 500

that a good university ought to contribute to local and national and world society, 501

ought to help solve problems at all levels, ought to produce demonstrably good 502

educational consequences, and so on. Such matters, of course, are distant from the 503

available rating schemes but also from the actual policy emphases reported here: as 504

a practical matter, global ratings rooted in global standards unrelated to the actual 505

social problems of the world are what matters. 506

Heyneman and Lee, in Chap. 4, pull together the macrolevel contextual fac- 507

tors that are involved in this stratification system. Naturally, they celebrate the 508

hegemonic American forms, treating these as functional requirements for world- 509

class universities anywhere. This makes sense in the current system but might have 510

seemed very odd in another period (e.g., around 1900, when German universities, 511

by no means highly ranking on Heyneman’s criteria, were dominant). 512

Familiar American paradigms are made central. These stress the university 513

as a decision-making organizational actor (Kruecken and Meier 2006), an open 514

communication and competition system, a focus on high productivity and to its 515

assessment, and so on. The same themes appear in almost all the national policy 516

systems described in the chapters here. There is a good deal of circularity here: 517

if the universities in the hegemonic United States are seen as at the top, of 518

course American organizational and political principles will be seen as essential 519

criteria for world-class status. Meanwhile, ironically, American scholars fear that 520

the American advantage in higher education is withering (Douglass 2009). In the 521

spirit of “A Nation at Risk,” we now have “A Gathering Storm” as a metaphor for 522

the rise of competition in the sphere of higher education. The fear, of course, is 523

based on the assumption of a strong link between higher education expansion and 524

quality and economic and social development. 525

But in contrast to models that place the decision-making (but accountable) 526

university organization at the center of the evolution of the world-class university 527

(as the abstract ideas of Shin in Chap. 2, or Heyneman and Lee in Chap. 4), 528

the empirical chapters of this book place the national state and its elites at the 529

center of the core processes involved. In Germany and France, just as in the Asian 530

cases emphasized by Marginson in Chap. 5, national decision-making was central. 531

Sometimes it is the nation-state worried about competing with the rising neighbors 532

(Chang on Taiwan in Chap. 11, Yonezawa on Japan in Chap. 8). Sometimes it is a 533

more abstract concern with prestige (Sirat, Malaysia, Chap. 12). And sometimes it 534

is a concrete concern with development needs, as in the chapter on Singapore. But 535

in this book, there are no cases in which universities on their own rose to the top of 536

the heap. 537
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Of course, this is true of the famous American model too, in good part. The 538

great American state universities were created in this way. The fact that six of 539

Shanghai’s top hundred universities are parts of the University of California system 540

results rather directly from the well-known plan of officials of the State of California 541

to stratify higher education and pour resources into the top end of the system. 542

Similar decisions at the national level were instrumental in the rise to dominance 543

of the nation’s elite private universities. Stanford’s rise in the postwar period, for 544

instance, was massively facilitated by the decision of a central national foundation 545

that America needed more elite universities (Lowen 1997). 546

15.8 Conclusion 547

Conceptions of the world-class university are quite highly standardized and have 548

spread around the world. They reflect expanded notions of universalized knowledge, 549

heavy with science and social scientific analyses. They reflect more globalized 550

conceptions of the uses of this knowledge and the mobility of the people who 551

will produce and use it. Finally, they reflect notions of a high level of quality, so 552

that the participants in a world-class university can properly compete in a global 553

communication and stratification system. 554

So countries and universities compete for entrance into the newly evolving 555

category. University prestige, obviously, is involved, so is national prestige. TheAQ6 556

prestige competitions are intensified because the global society – like the earlier 557

American society, which in some ways it models – has a stateless quality. There 558

is no global public body that can define and certify membership in the appropriate 559

world-class category – it must be done through competitive mechanisms. 560

But beyond prestige, the rise of postmodern conceptions of value – the knowl- 561

edge society in which many forms of educational certified status count just as much 562

as bushels of potatoes, or tons of steel – makes the university and its teaching and 563

research convincingly appear to be productive for progress now defined much more 564

abstractly than in the past. The university generates new conceptions of value and 565

also produces the values newly defined. This is the case with respect to student 566

output but also as regards university organization and management. A proliferation 567

of international conferences focuses on the need to cope with the challenges of 568

globalization via rethinking higher education to make universities more transparent, 569

more accountable, more innovative, and more competitive. Universalized standards 570

of assessment emerge and justify world, regional, and national rankings. The 571

resultant competitions within and between countries have qualities that would a few 572

decades ago have been taken as indicators of rampant inflationary processes. 573

Universalizing the university is a common thread throughout this book and 574

indeed throughout policy discussions regarding higher education everywhere. Thus, 575

the old and much criticized inflationary cycle is put in place, and competitions – 576

for students, professors, enrollment rates, publication rates, and so on – are set 577

in motion, obviously leading to expanded individual, organizational, and national 578
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investments. In the old days, this might have been criticized. But in the brave new 579

world, a new set of assumptions prevail and legitimate the competitions involved. 580

The new assumptions foster ideas about a knowledge society and economy, in which 581

all sorts of education-produced goods are counted as equal to the old necessities of 582

life. The educational competitions, thus, can constantly produce new, though often 583

barely visible, legitimated goods. Therefore, these competitions need not be seen as 584

wasteful destructions of value but rather as producers of valued progress. 585
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Abstract This article examines changes in the formal organization of two universities and

two schools within these universities, the University of Oslo and Stanford University. We

focus on role differentiation, rule formation, and resource seeking structures and describe

organizational developments along these dimensions. We find that both these universities

travel similar routes involving greater role differentiation, rule formation, and resource

seeking activities. Both universities more explicitly function as organizational actors influ-

enced by a global environment that favors the more socially embedded and the more

managed university. However, we also find persistent differences in how these universities

respond to the global environment, differences that reflect the different historical roots of

different universities. A tradition of professorial self-governance at the University of Oslo,

for example, fosters greater resistance to the managed university ideal. The latter emerges

earlier and develops to a greater degree at Stanford University. We conclude that university

routes are influenced both by common (now globalized) rules of the game and by their

different organizational roots. We use ideas from the neo-institutional and path dependency

perspectives to make sense of both growing commonalities and persistent differences.

Keywords Formalization � Rules � Path-dependency � Neo-institutional theory �
Stanford University � University of Oslo

Introduction

Universities increasingly display themselves as formal organizational actors, reflecting

generic global processes that affect both public and private organizations (Ramirez 2006).

We assume that these aspects of formalization are on the rise in a wide range of
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universities across different national contexts. That is, we assume that the rationalization of

the university as an organizational actor with a more formal structure is a transnational

dynamic favored in a global educational environment characterized by universalistic

standards and cross-national rankings. Universities face great pressures to adapt common

models of ‘‘good practices,’’ pressures that lead to a greater degree of institutional iso-

morphism (cf. DiMaggio and Powell 1983). However, we also assume that national con-

texts and historical legacies matter and account for differences in the timing and degree to

which new rules and roles are created across universities. To understand the changing

routes universities follow, one needs to take into account both the worldwide changing

rules of the game that impinge on the universities due to facing common models as well as

their historical roots and path dependencies (cf. Thelen 1999).

This article discusses two core aspects or indicators of changes in university formal-

ization: changes in role specialization and connected resource allocation (Egeberg 2003),

and changes in social embeddedness/inclusiveness, meaning how the universities are

relating to society (Ben-David and Zloczower 1962). Using a comparative framework,

it examines the processes of formalization in two universities, the University of Oslo

and Stanford University. We expect to find an increase in university formalization and

embeddedness in society due to world pressures on universities to look like organizational

actors. These pressures call for greater transparency as regards goals, for great account-

ability with respect to how the pursuit of the goals will be assessed, and for a more

entrepreneurial and ‘‘excellent’’ university. That is, we expect to find increases in rules,

role specialization, and resource seeking activities in both universities, as these relate to the

governing bodies, to a development of a professional administration, to how to relate to

students and external stake-holders, etc. However, we also expect to find organizational

variation as regards the degree and form of compliance with external pressures, variation

that reflects the continuing influence of historical roots, but also some leeway in formal

requirements. Much too often the path dependency and the institutional environment

perspectives are presented as winner take all theoretical duels. This article though antic-

ipates commonalities and variations and seeks to make sense of both patterns.

Theoretical perspectives

Processes of standardization, rationalization and formalization affecting universities

From a neo-institutional perspective, the basic insight is that organizations are influenced

by the environments within which they operate (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DiMaggio and

Powell 1983). From this perspective organizations are open rather than closed systems.

Organizations are open to the influence of the legal system, to what other similar orga-

nizations do, and to the discourse generated by professionals on how best to function as an

organization. These influences add up to coercive, mimetic, and normative pressures.

These pressures are especially consequential when the organizations lack efficacious

technologies with which to attain organizational goals. Under the condition of relative

uncertainty as regards means to ends, organizations gain legitimacy by adhering to a logic

of appropriateness (March and Olsen 1989). This condition is most evident when orga-

nizations have diffuse rather than specific goals. In practice this means that organizations

are pressured by their environments to look more like each other, especially with respect to

formal structure. The main carriers of global ideas are international organizations, like

OECD, the World Bank, IMF, WTO, etc., and international consulting firms, which often
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seem to further homogeneous global ideas, though these ideas shift over time (Sahlin-

Andersson 2001; Christensen 2011). But since organizations vary enormously as regards a

wide range of resources, one should expect to find both institutional isomorphism and loose

coupling. That is, there should be some gaps between the goals and policies of organi-

zations and their actual day-to-day practices.

These neo-institutional ideas lead to the insight that national societies and national

institutions will be influenced by world models of progress functioning primarily as logics

of appropriateness, thereby leading to changes in the direction of greater institutional

isomorphism (Meyer et al. 1997). This insight has been used to make sense of changing

university patterns as regards expanded access, rationalized governance structures, and

increased emphasis on social usefulness (Ramirez 2006, 2010). These changing patterns

suggest that a globalized educational environment impinges on universities, influencing

their development by invoking the ‘‘best practices’’ of ‘‘world class’’ universities. The

globalized environment with its models of progress supports university standardization;

these models are often at odds with earlier and more historically grounded models of the

university. The globalized environment also creates new rules of the game for the uni-

versity, which pose different kinds of challenges for universities with different roots. The

importance of roots is discussed in the following section.

Path-dependency and universities

When a university is established, many political, social, economic and other factors shape its

establishment and these factors influence the cultural norms and values initially developed

(cf. Thelen 1999). The theory of ‘path-dependency’ says that these initial preconditions and

cultural features later on will heavily influence how the institution is developing, i.e. cultural

‘roots’ decide the ‘routes further taken’ (Peters 2011; Pierson 2004; Christensen and Peters

1999; Thelen and Steinmo 1992; Selznick 1957). Thus, different historical legacies lead to

different organizational paths (Stinchcombe 1965). This premise should hold for both

universities and academic systems and account for their persistent differences.

When universities undergo modern political-administrative reforms aimed at changing

their structures and cultures, they may react in different ways. According to the path-

dependency reasoning, they would be rather reform-resistant, because they have a cultural

heritage that is only partially compatible with the reforms (Brunsson and Olsen 1993). This

would often lead to a pragmatic adaptation of the reforms, picking mostly the reform

elements that are fitting the cultural heritage. Alternatively, and less likely, the reforms

could imply a cultural shock and a window-of-opportunity, leading to the emergence of a

new cultural path (Kingdon 1984; Baumgartner and Jones 1993). This article partially

addresses this issue via a comparative case study. The core question is whether universities

continue to maintain their cultural roots, or whether they display greater commonalities

over time when subjected to common universalistic rules of the game. Both outcomes are,

of course, possible. We address the core question by looking at changes in university

governance, finance, and resource seeking activity.

A methodological note

The data we use is partly secondary studies of universities and university reform, partly

information on governance structures, finances, and changing rules as found in written

documents or obtained through contact and discussions with administrative staff on dif-

ferent levels in the two universities.
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We select these universities first because these are the universities we know best, having

extended access to multiple sources of information regarding many important dimensions

of university history, organizational structure, and cultural orientation. The methodological

trade off is an obvious one: there are insider participant observational benefits but also

generalizability costs. These universities also reflect two very different university tradi-

tions, the European and American respectively (Clark 1983), making them suitable for

comparing the dynamics of path-dependent and institutional isomorphism processes. We

acknowledge that Stanford, though reliant on public money, is a private university, and

Oslo is part of a Scandinavian public university tradition that may deviate somewhat from

the Continental European one.

We study development features at the university and school/faculty level in part to see

whether there are parallel developments on the two levels but also because some of the

changes we are interested in are more visible at lower levels. We recognize that there are

those who might argue that this is a case of comparing apples and oranges, since the

Graduate School of Education at Stanford (GSE) is a professional school and the Faculty of

Social Science at Oslo is not. We beg to differ: the faculty studied in Oslo contains some

departments that are professionally oriented and GSE has many professors that are very

much oriented towards their different disciplines. Thus, these academic units are compa-

rable insofar as they both emphasize excellence in scholarship as both primary university

and school goals while also engaged in teaching.

Comparing University of Oslo and Stanford University

Historical background

University of Oslo

The University of Oslo was established in 1811. The King secured the financing at first, but

rather soon the Parliament (Storting) and subsequently the central government became the

main provider of public resources, and has continued to be ever since. During its first

century, the new university was primarily focused on the education of civil servants in an

era where civil servants enjoyed much power and prestige. Starting in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century, the university increasingly began to educate candidates for

jobs outside the public sector, particularly as jurists and medical doctors. This was also a

period when resources for research increased and academic freedom was firmly estab-

lished. The social composition of the university also changed with the entry of more

students from peasant backgrounds.

The period between the world wars brought a substantial expansion in the number of

positions and types of disciplines at the university, as well as an increase in the number of

students. The university also slowly began to seek funding from external sources, including

wealthy benefactors and national and international research foundations. The period after

WWII again witnessed substantial expansion in the number of positions and students at the

university. The three-level administrative structure—central, faculty, and department

level—was fully implemented. The university could be considered a rather loosely coupled

‘federal’ structure consisting of five faculties dominated by professors, but showing a

traditional ‘contract’ with society (Thue and Helsvig 2011).

The period from early 1960 to mid 1970s brought the largest expansion ever at the

University of Oslo, witnessing a threefold increase in the number of students and the
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opening of a large new campus. Demands of democratization of governance also emerged,

initiated partly by students, but without dramatic short-term results. Meanwhile, university

teachers also rallied for more academic freedom and tension inside certain departments

increased because of politicization. A more professional administrative structure was

implemented in response. The development at the university starting in the late 1970s has

been characterized by a number of factors, including stagnating resources, limiting

enrollments of students to certain programs and eventually, to the implementation of early

forms of modern public management reforms (Collett 1999).

The last two decades have been defined by societal and political pressures on the

university to ‘‘account for’’ the resources it is given, requiring a development in the

direction of being an organization with increasing formalization, professionalization of

administration, and opening up to society. Several reforms have been implemented, both in

the governance structure and in the degree structure, reflecting the trend of internation-

alization and adaptation to the Bologna Process (Bleiklie 2009).

Stanford University

In the nineteenth century, higher education in the United States underwent a significant

transformation. Faculty research and graduate student functions were added to the

undergraduate teaching ones that had been established earlier. New colleges and univer-

sities emerged, often armed with populist ideals of accessibility and utilitarianism (Gelber

2011). The Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862 escalated the process of expanding higher

education by providing federal land to the states for the purpose of establishing univer-

sities. These new institutions of higher education emphasized subjects such as agriculture

and mechanical sciences with a view of providing educational opportunities for the less

privileged, particularly those from rural backgrounds. By the end of the nineteenth century,

new ideals emerged emphasizing faculty authority and administrative expertise as desir-

able core features of the American university. The new ideals were often justified by an

appeal to scientific rationality. But the earlier populist ideals did not simply disappear:

American universities were expected to be accessible, useful, and rationally organized with

both collegial and chain of command principles or logics in play.

Both market forces and state policies fueled the growth of higher education in the

United States. A politically decentralized system fostered an educationally decentralized

system that allowed for an enormous amount of competition between social classes and

status groups seeking entry into higher education (Collins 1979). The result was compe-

tition between and within universities for both students and for resources with which to

meet escalating student demand. By the beginning of the twentieth century there were

more students in higher education in the United States than in any other country in the

world (Rubinson 1986). Unlike many European countries, including Norway, the devel-

opment of the university was not primarily about creating a link between higher educa-

tional attainment and civil service placement. Nor does the United States have a strong

tradition of professorial authority and self-governance in the university. Both of the twin

pillars of the university in Europe—the state and the senior professoriate—played more

limited roles in the development of American higher education. Universities in the United

States faced multiple constituencies and coped with multiple influences (Flexner 1930).

Within this complex environment, Stanford University opened in 1891, as a private

university that aspired to serve the needs of the children of the state of California. Its

leadership believed in the authority of science and assumed that the best interests of the

university and indeed of society would best be served via the application of science to all
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matters. The development of Stanford was spearheaded by the rise of the professional

schools (medicine, engineering, education) and the natural sciences, followed by the social

sciences, and lastly, the humanities.

Early in its history, the tensions regarding faculty expertise and administrative authority

were evident in clashes over academic freedom and tenure versus administrative decision-

making and control (Lowen 1997). These tensions are managed by an organizational

structure that affirms both principles of academic freedom and tenure privilege, along with

organizational management and control. This assertion of different principles, as we shall

see, often evokes similar images of professional standards and best practices. The moti-

vating premise is that there are professional standards and best practices for evaluating

academic achievement as well as for managing departmental and university resources. The

net effect has been conceptualized as the transformation of the university into an orga-

nizational actor, an ‘‘integrated goal-oriented entity that is deliberately choosing its own

actions and thus can be held responsible for what it does’’ (Krucken and Meier 2006).

Early on Stanford University relied on external private sources of funding in addition to

the initial family endowment. Shortly after World War I, funds from the Carnegie Cor-

poration helped establish the Food Research Institute. Corporate funding also helped create

the business school and facilitated research in aeronautical engineering (Lowen 1997).

Shortly before World War II the university joined other universities in seeking and wel-

coming federal funding. So, while there has indeed been an intensification of these links in

recent decades, the links themselves are more taken for granted in American universities,

when compared to European universities. All efforts to manage potential conflicts of

interest via university-issued guidelines presuppose these links.

Summing up, the University of Oslo and Stanford University differ in the historical

paths they have followed: Oslo has very much relied on the central government and the

Ministry of Education for obtaining resources, while Stanford’s resource base has been

more diverse and more welcoming of private sources. The governance structure and

influence patterns have also differed, with Oslo having had a centralized decision structure

dominated by professors combined with a fragmented organizational structure, while

Stanford has been both more decentralized and power-sharing, but also more integrated

structure-wise. The professionalization of university administration started much earlier at

Stanford than in Oslo, as did its level of social embeddedness.

Changes in governance structures in the period 1990–2010

University of Oslo

The Senate (Collegium Academicism) was established in 1813 as the highest governing

body at the University for Oslo and has since served as the university’s board of directors

and as the supreme academic body. From 1824 it mainly consisted of the deans, the ex

officio representation. The University Act of 1905 established the position of rector, who

became the ex-officio chairman of the Senate. The ex-officio principle for representation in

the Senate (renamed University Board from 2005) was abolished in 1989, through a new

University Act, and the deans became members of a new and large collegial council with

advisory functions. During the 1990s the number of representatives in the Senate contin-

uously expanded, now for the first time including two external members.

The current University Board has 11 members, including four external members. The

tasks of the board are increasingly broad and formalized. The process leading up to the

University Act of 2005 was conflict laden. The conservative minister of education and
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research wanted universities to be more like other more formally autonomous public

enterprises, reflecting a political Left–Right divide, including more New Public Manage-

ment-oriented emphasis on efficiency in higher education, but the academic staff protested

strongly and the proposal was withdrawn.1 This kept the university as a governmental

administrative body with certain special rights and autonomy. The act did succeed, how-

ever, in changing the internal organization and representative structures of universities in a

number of ways. First, the academic and administrative hierarchies are expected to merge,

in something called ‘unified leadership’. Second, the universities, faculties, and depart-

ments could freely decide whether to have elected or appointed leaders and whether to

have boards and/or councils. Combining mandatory changes with options was political

feasible, because it supported NPM-like changes and maintained discretion for academic

units. In 2010 this created a complex pattern of different representative solutions. The

rector is elected at University of Oslo, as are all the deans. Of the 56 departments and units,

about 60 % have appointed leaders with boards, 23 % have elected leaders with boards,

and the rest have other arrangements.

During the last two decade the representative structure at Faculty of Social Sciences

(FSS) has changed at least in two ways, i.e. the number of members of the decision-making

bodies has decreased quite a lot, reflecting efficiency concerns, and the elective basis has

changed from strong ex-officio representation to a system with open elections inside

different groups. Adding to this, external representatives have come in. This change

reflects the New Public Management (NPM) ideal in university governance, i.e. stronger

hierarchy at the top, less interest-based representation (meaning ex officio), more strategic

steering according to business-like principles and involvement from the society through

external members of decision bodies. In 2010 FSS had three affiliated centers: The TIK-

centre for technology, innovation and culture (1999), the ARENA Centre for European

Studies established (early 2000s) and ESOP, the Centre for Equality, Social Organization,

and Performance (a center of excellence in 2007).2

Summing up, at both the University and at FSS, changes in governance have empha-

sized stronger hierarchy at the top, less interest-based representation, more strategic

steering according to business-like principles and greater involvement from the society

through external members of decision bodies. There has also been a modest shift in the

direction of academic entrepreneurship and more social embeddeness. These changes

increase structural differentiation within the university and the school, opening both more

to broader social influences, and breaking with the closed, egalitarian and professorial

traditional governance profile. These changes reflect the influence of New Public Man-

angement ideals.

Stanford University

In 1904 the Board of Trustees adopted the Articles of Organization of the Faculty, creating

the Academic Council and giving the faculty a voice in the academic affairs of the

1 By NPM we mean the reform wave in public sector that emerged primarily in Australia and New Zealand
in the early 1980s, spreading first to other Anglo-Saxon countries and then wider globally.NPM is char-
acterized by strong vertical and horizontal structural specialization of the public apparatus, focus on market
mechanisms, competitive tendering and efficiency concerns, but also emphasis on consumer orientation
(Christensen and Lægreid 2007; Pollitt and Bouckaert 2011).
2 The National Research Council selects the centers of excellence, after a complicated application process.
These centers are co-financed with the university, and will normally get 1.5 million dollars each year in
5–10 years.
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university. The Board of Trustees is responsible for the endowment and properties of the

university. Trustees are either elected or appointed in accordance with university rules. The

President is an ex-officio member with voting rights. The Academic Council is made up of

all tenure and tenure line faculty plus many other non-tenure line professors. In 1968 the

Academic Senate emerged to replace the executive committee of the Academic Council.

Both the Academic Council and the Board of Trustees approved the emergence of the

Academic Senate. The faculty elects members of the Academic Senate, though the Pres-

ident and the Provost are also ex-officio voting members. The most important faculty entity

is the Advisory Board of the Academic Council, an elected body of seven full professors.

The Advisory Board is authorized to vote on appointments, tenure, and promotions, among

other academic matters. In practice the advisory board decision is rarely reversed. Therein

lies the weight of its authority.

Both Stanford University and the School of Education have increased in size and in the

number of new positions or roles. There are now more specialized roles in the central

administrations than there were 20 years ago. Between 1990 and 2010 the number of vice

presidents (7) has remained the same but there are two additional associate vice presidents.

Moreover, we now find two new organizational roles within the chain of command that

lead to the president. These are the CEO of the Stanford Management Company and the

President of the Alumni Association. The new organizational roles symbolize the growing

importance of managing both university resources and alumni ties and of doing so in a

more formalized manner. There are also changes in the organizational flow chart that leads

to the office of the provost. The number of vice provosts increases from four to seven.

Thus, we see role differentiation along two dimensions: education is differentiated from

student affairs and education is differentiated between undergraduate and graduate edu-

cation. There has also been an increase in the number of middle-level university managers

who attend to fiscal, legal, technological, human resources, community relations, and other

functions. The President, the Provost, and the Vice-Provosts charged with academic and

student affairs are professors but many other important role incumbents are not, for

example, the Vice President for Business Affairs and Chief Financial Officer or the Vice

President and General Counsel.

In 1986 there were only two associate deans and no assistant deans in GSE. By 2010 the

academic associate dean is differentiated into faculty and student affairs associate deans. In

addition to the finance and administrative affairs associate dean, there is an associate dean

for external affairs and assistant deans for student affairs and information technology. All

of these non-academic deans have advanced academic degrees in business administration,

computer science or the humanities, reflecting a rise in professionalization.

Academic entrepreneurship is common in American universities. The grants and con-

tracts stream of funding is one manifestation of academic entrepreneurship. The prolif-

eration of institutes and centers is another. Both require entrepreneurial activities that

subsequently lead to rules and guidelines as to how much faculty time and effort can be

allocated to these activities. From a legal perspective, there are issues regarding potential

conflicts of interest.

Academic entrepreneurship is often associated with ‘‘big science’’ and university wide

efforts to create large research institutes such as nanotechnology or stem cell research

institutes. These often require a significant mobilization of faculty time and effort directed

at multiple sources of external funding, either from alumni, corporate, or government

sources. But more modest academic entrepreneurship efforts can be school or even indi-

vidual researcher driven. These efforts include exploring new sources of funding for

research or practical initiatives or for creating new faculty lines or supporting existing
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ones. In the American context, the endowed chair is one mechanism for paying for faculty

salaries without primarily using base budget funds. The number of endowed chairs at

Stanford University has steadily increased, now adding up to 491, a little over 25 % of the

professoriate, including associate and assistant professors. This growth pattern is also true

of the School of Education in the last decade, which has more than doubled its endowed

chairs, from 6 in 2000 to 15 in 2012, accounting for over 25 % of all of its faculty. Wealthy

alumni and friends, as well as corporations and foundations provide endowed chairs to the

university. In addition to the immediate financial benefits to the university, these links are

regarded as opportunities for displaying faculty scholarship and initiatives that may reap

further rewards in the future. Thus, many a school and an institute or center creates boards

of advisors with short and long term benefits in mind. These ties further embed the

university in the wider society.

Changes in finances/resources and administrative structure

University of Oslo

The total number of positions at University of Oslo increased 77 %, to 5,810, from 1991 to

2010. New rules on resources related to academic production and production of student

credits, i.e. incentive based systems, have led to about 35 % of the budget coming from

those two sources, while most of the rest is basic governmental funding and other diverse

external sources. The increase in the externally financed positions during the two decades

was 388 %, mostly in mathematics/natural sciences and medicine, indicating more

dependence on external financing.

From 1990 to 2010 there was an increase of 73 % in the number of people working in

the central administrative apparatus of the university. The structure of the central

administrative apparatus at University of Oslo has remained quite stable from 1990 to

2010, with two-thirds of the resources going to departments that have primarily an internal

focus. On the other hand, the largest growth is in the departments with an external focus,

whether related towards international activities, research resource provision, student affairs

and communication. These changes move the university toward a more socially embedded

status with greater student service orientation.

Moving down to the Faculty of Social Sciences and its development in resources

and organization, during the period 1990–2010 five departments at FSS have been stable.3

The growth in the number of employees in central administration of FSS has been 35 %.

The increasing professionalization and differentiation of the administration is evident.

Limited externally financed activities at the University of Oslo began in the 1970s, The

increase in this activity was substantial throughout the 1980s and it became evident that

externally funded activities had to be organized as existing in the ‘border zone’—as

activities that were part of the goals of the university but secondary to the primary work of

the university. In the 1990s, partly due to pressure from different ministries to finance new

activities at the university, but also due to pressure from private actors, the University

began to established research centers and companies in the border zone, followed by

establishing new governmental and internal rules for this area.

The University of Oslo has expanded, differentiated, and formalized its commercially

oriented activities during the last decade. In 2002 it established UniRand, which

3 In 1996 education was moved out and formed, together with other units, a new School of Educational
Sciences.
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coordinates and facilitates activities in the border zone, and owned entirely by the uni-

versity. In 2010 it has four spin-off companies, which are mergers of other units. The

University is now involved in 7–8 commercial companies in the border zone. One example

is the Science Park—The Innovation Center—that has helped 300 companies to start up

and now has 140 companies affiliated (bio-tech, ICT, environmental research), 2,000

employees and a value of 1.9 billion NOK.

Stanford University

In the last 20 years the total professoriate at Stanford has increased from 1406 to 1903;

within the School of Education the increase has been from 39 to 53. For both university

and school this represents a growth rate of a little less than 40 %. There have also been

increases in overall staff, including more specialized roles in the external affairs, infor-

mation technology, and legal counsel realms. In the School of Education a simple count of

total non-academic slots shows an increase from 22 staff in 1986 to 40 by 2010. This

increase mirrors the overall increase in specialized roles in the university. This increase is

not a simple response to an increase in faculty size or to an increase in departments or areas

within GSE. In fact the number of academic areas or departments actually declined during

the 1986–2010 period, from five to three due to the merger of three areas into one.

Moreover this number of non-academic roles is an underestimation of the total, since many

such positions are found in the institutes and centers that have been created over this

period. In good part staff expansion across many different units in the university and in the

school is driven by the proliferation of these institutes and centers.

As indicated earlier there are both issues of academic integrity and fiduciary respon-

sibility at stake in university governance. Early in its existence, the survival of Stanford

was not a sure thing (Lowen 1997). Today its financial status is the envy of many uni-

versities throughout the world: the university endowment is estimated at 17 billion dollars.

In 2006 Stanford University launched a fund raising campaign that has raised a record

$6.2 billion dollars. A key priority of this campaign was ‘‘to reduce traditional disciplinary

boundaries to bring together experts from across campus’’ (Stanford Report, February 8,

2012). This priority reflects the degree to which the university favors interdisciplinary

problem-solving endeavors that further link the university to the wider society. The success

of this campaign reflects the degree to which the wider society legitimates this university

focus.

In 2010–2011 the consolidated budget of the university was about 3.8 billion dollars,

excluding health care services and auxiliary and service center income. Consider the

sources of these funds as well as the sources of the funds (39 million dollars) for

the Graduate School of Education (GSE). Though the School of Education is one of the

smallest of the seven schools that together with an ever-growing number of institutes

constitutes the university, it is representative of the university as a whole when one

examines the relative shares of its different funding sources. The general funds (i.e., grants,

contracts and endowments) of both the university and the school add up to more than 80 %

of the total funds. This was not always the case: GSE in 2000 looked different, especially

as regards endowment and gift sources. These have doubled in the 10-year period, in part,

reflecting more successful fund raising by an entrepreneurial Dean, aided by an Associate

Dean for External Relations.

The grants and contracts stream can be further differentiated by source, that is by

government and non-governmental sources. Between 1990 and 1999 government spon-

sored funding increased by about 50 %. Between 2000–2001 and 2009–2010 government
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sponsored funding again increased by about 50 %, reaching an all time high of

$957 million. The biggest increases were in Law, Medicine, and Engineering while

declines were seen in Business and Education. The largest increases in funding came from

the Department of Health and Human Services and the Department of Energy. It is

important to keep in mind that these government funds are not block grants but ones that

require successful competition with other universities. Over a 20-year period government

sponsored research funding has more than doubled.

Turning now to non-governmental sources, the biggest sources are corporations fol-

lowed by private foundations. This was also the pattern between 1990 and 2000. For GSE,

examples of foundation grants include the Spencer Foundation, The PEWS Charitable

Trusts, the Gates Foundation, etc. GSE also receives funding from governmental sources

such as the Institute for Educational Sciences and the National Science Foundation. The

university trend is one of growth in government sponsored funding but the total (and this

includes state and local government as distinguished from federal funds) is about 12–15 %

of all sponsored activity. The Federal Government is the main provider in the grants and

contracts stream, generating about 25 % of the total funds for 2009–2010.

The public/private distinction, so clear to European eyes, is blurred in the United States,

at least with respect to funding. Gift seeking is a well-established tradition in American

universities. Though efforts are often centrally coordinated, local initiatives are evident

throughout universities. In the Internet era, universities and schools advertise themselves

and their gift seeking endeavors. From a traditional European perspective, these endeavors

result in eroding the boundaries between universities as distinctive communities of scholars

and their wider societies. From an American perspective, these endeavors and the links

they create with former students and with the wider society are essential to creating and

maintaining financially stable and innovative universities. The potential problems and

issues inherent in external funding strategies are recognized, but so too are the strategies

with which to cope with these problems and issues. Predictably, such strategies generate

more rules and more roles to enact the rules, thereby increasing the formalization of the

university. Thus, ironically and contrary to much conventional wisdom in organizational

studies, the more entrepreneurial American university ends up with more roles and with

more rules with which to manage these roles and potential role conflicts.

A comparative analysis

We have shown, comparing the two universities, that global formalization and rationali-

zation processes affect both, though in a somewhat different sequence. Their governance

structures become much more vertically and horizontally differentiated and professional-

ized. Rules related to governance structures and resource allocation becomes more dif-

ferentiated and formalized. Reporting and use of incentive systems become more

elaborated. The social embeddedness or reaching out to society becomes more differen-

tiated and formal.

Both universities change in predictable ways, revealing the degree to which they are

influenced by a worldwide and rationalized vision of progress, often related to NPM-like

university reform elements. This vision was enacted in piecemeal fashion over an extended

period of time in the United States. This vision arrives in Europe, in the form of international

declarations and through the medium of national ministries and commissions. The historical

legacy of the Norwegian university makes it harder for it to cope in today’s world of Bologna

reforms and Shanghai rankings. But it also decreases the likelihood of embracing change for

the sake of change. There seems accordingly to be a dual development at the University of
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Oslo, with many professors resisting the new rationalization, while the expanding admin-

istrative leadership embraces the formalization processes and escalates a process of ‘catching

up.’ In some organizational respects the two universities become more similar. Differences in

responses between and inside the universities to the same vision of progress and how the

university should contribute to progress still suggest the continuing role of historical legacies

in shaping university structures and processes.

The more specific persistent national differences, exemplified by the two universities

(and sub-units within them), are many (see Table 1). The Norwegian Ministry of Education

plays a substantially larger role in influencing the re-organization of the University of Oslo

than its counterpart’s influence on Stanford University. This means that the ministry plays

a vital part in furthering the rationalization and formalization processes through providing

more governmental-generated formal rules. During the period 1990–2010 Oslo experiences

more rapid change and a much more turbulent period of changing governance structures

than Stanford, experiencing changing representation principles, leadership models and

coordination of administrative and academic hierarchies. The increase in administrative

resources, professionalization and administrative influence is also both faster and more

contested (or at least critiqued) at Oslo than at Stanford (Table 2).

Conclusion

Universities emerged as formal organizations earlier in the United States than in Europe. By

1900 distinctive administrative strata characterized American universities as they hustled to

gain funding and legitimacy in a competitive academic market (Labree 2011). Universities

Table 1 Summary of core historical, organizational, and cultural differences

Oslo Stanford

Historical State initiated Private initiated

Organizational Faculty centered Administration/faculty centered

Cultural Civil service oriented Professional school oriented

Table 2 Features of changes at University of Oslo and Stanford University 1990–2010

University of Oslo Stanford University

Drivers of
development

Mostly superior ministry, in a process of
NPM-related rationalization

More internal and differentiated

Governance
structures

Developing united leadership and blurring
borders between academic and
administrative hierarchies. Changing
principles of and increased complexity of
representative structures. Conflicts over
changing governance structures

Keeps more separate academic and
administrative leadership. More stable
representative structures, but more
differentiated leadership structure. Less
conflict over governance structures

Administrative
apparatus

Expands a lot, becomes much more
professional and structurally
differentiated

Earlier professionalization, but still
growing structural differentiation

Academic
entrepreneur-
ship

Increasing over time, but not strong. More
in market-related border-zone than close
to academic core

Well developed early, but increases both
centrally and locally over time
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tapped multiple sources of funding earlier and underwent multiple organizational innovations

sooner. These organizational developments took place as universities opened their doors to

greater numbers of enrollees, which happened earlier in American than in European uni-

versities. This historical legacy characterized American universities in general but also

Stanford University. Universities as organizational actors have earlier roots in American

society, but these have also seen an increase in university rules, roles, and resource seeking

activities. American university organization has increasingly become more formalized.

European universities have a different history, one of professorial self-governance and

public funding as their sole source of support. Functioning primarily as communities of

scholars, these universities had less administrative strata and were less preoccupied with

identifying and extracting resources from their environments. The elected leaders of

European universities dealt with their fellow civil servants in the educational ministries,

overseeing a relatively restricted academic system in which there were few enrollees and

little competition between universities. Though there was some cross-national variation in

the relationship between university and state authority, in general, the European pattern

clearly differed from the American one (Clark 1983) Thus, the University of Oslo differed

from Stanford University as regards rules, roles, and resource seeking activities, as shown

in the accounts of their history.

However, these path dependent differences are now changing insofar as the University

of Oslo moves in the direction of becoming more of an organizational actor in some areas

in what appears to be a kind of ‘catching-up’ process. Note the increase in rules, roles, and

resource seeking in Oslo. This movement characterizes other European universities as well

and is rationalized with universalistic ideas about good governance (Paradeise et al. 2009).

These ideas are now informed by world models of progress within which well organized

and efficiently managed universities are imagined as engines of development. These

models often refer to world class universities and to organizational best practices and are

transmitted via ministries, educational consultants, and professional associations. These

models constitute global rules of the game that increasingly impinge on universities. The

fidelity with which these rules are attended to varies across universities and educational

systems, reflecting their historical legacies. Thus, university routes are influence by both

their specific roots and the global rules of the game.

Further studies are needed to ascertain whether the dynamics we have identified and

discussed hold in other universities and schools within these and other countries. No doubt

some universities will be more buffered from global models while others will be more

thoroughly penetrated. Going beyond higher education as a sector, further studies can reveal

whether institutional isomorphism and path dependency dynamics also characterize the

development of other sectors, the health sector for instance. These studies can help clarify why

some national institutions are more likely to retain their distinctive national character while

others are transformed and become organizational instances of a global template of progress.
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